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Marketed solely in North American market with the longer wheelbase, Mercedes discontinued
the R-Class for North America and other markets in â€” continuing production for the Chinese
market only until Most came with Bi-Xenon headlights. The entry with Long in parenthesis
denotes availability in both standard and long wheelbases. Otherwise, the entry shows the
standard wheelbase only. The Long without parenthesis denotes long-wheelbase version only.
The asterisk next to the figures denotes the long-wheelbase R-Class. R Class in USA had many
options to choose from in the sales brochure. Major options were Navigation, 7th seat between
middle row center seats, panoramic sunroof, and premium Harman Kardon sound system.
Mercedes-Benz announced in May that the R-Class model range would be expanded with more
engine options and availability of rear-wheel-drive system for selected models in addition to
4MATIC all-wheel-drive system. A new smaller 3-litre V6 is available in both petrol and diesel
versions. The seating options became more flexible, offering five, six, or seven seats. AMG
styling option was added to the extensive list of standard and extra-cost options. The R-Class
received a facelift to the front and rear fascias, grille, side mirrors, and taillights for the model
year to present. At the same time, the new 5. It features a handbuilt 6. No rear-wheel-drive
option was offered in R 63 AMG. A high performance version of R-Class wasn't well received
due to the poor handling dynamics, especially with heavy V8 engine. Mercedes targeted 50,
sales per year, half of those for the North American market. While the initial strong sales of first
two model years, and , the sales fell in following the recession , reaching less than ten percent
of ML-Class sales. In Germany, the limited engine choices and lack of available rear-wheel-drive
option at the launch led to slow sales with almost 4, units sold in The sales decline followed for
a few years despite adding more engine choices and rear-wheel-drive option. The mid-cycle
refresh increased the sales to almost 2, before dropping to less than units for the final model
year, The cause of poor sales performance is hard to attribute, considering multitude of
possible reasons. Chrysler Division of parent company, DaimlerChrysler , had introduced
Pacifica a few years prior to the R-Class introduction, and Pacifica was plagued with production
and quality issues as well as poor marketing and severe lack of engine choices. Thirdly, the
Great Recession of greatly impacted the automotive sales and consumer's confidence along
with strong increase in fuel price, making R-Class less desirable due to its higher fuel
consumption. The mid-cycle refresh didn't help with sales at all despite improved fascia
appearance more in line with ML-Class and GL-Class and better interior. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. International, Inc. MBUSI ". Orion International. Retrieved 31
August Retrieved Archived from the original on 7 April Retrieved 25 June Archived from the
original on Mercedes-Benz Passion in German. Car and Driver. Mercedes-Benz China. Retrieved
1 February AM General. Retrieved 1 November Retrieved 3 November Categories :
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cars. Hidden categories: CS1 German-language sources de Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata All articles lacking reliable references Articles lacking
reliable references from November Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. DaimlerChrysler â€”
Daimler AG â€” June [1] â€” Full-size MPV. V6 M DE Europe sales [21]. V, X Musso FJ. Off-road
vehicle. Pickup truck. Musso Sports P W - W The Mercedes-Benz M-Class may not be a standout
among its rivals in any single category, but its supremely comfortable cabin and wide variety of
engines and packages gives it broad appeal. In the premium midsize crossover sport-utility
segment there are a couple of athletic entries that feel as if they could give a sport sedan a run
for the money on a deserted, curvy road. The Mercedes-Benz M-Class is not among them. But
for the greater majority of people shopping for a practicality-minded luxury crossover, that will
be a non-issue. It's the M-Class' roomy, inviting cabin and feeling of impenetrable build quality
that hold much greater sway. Mercedes certainly gives you a wide range of engine options to
choose from. Whether you're seeking high fuel economy or high performance, this
Mercedes-Benz crossover trumps its American- and Japanese-brand rivals when it comes to
providing a choice of power to the people. Although the popular, gasoline V6-powered ML
carries over, the M-Class is refreshed with a new pair of models that each comes with an equally
new engine. The ML Bluetec and its more efficient turbocharged four-cylinder diesel replaces
the old six-cylinder ML Bluetec diesel, while the old V8-powered ML gives way to the
turbocharged six-cylinder ML Sure, these lower model numbers may be concerning to those
who value the apparent prestige that comes with topping the neighbors with higher digits, but
both should represent significant fuel economy gains versus their predecessors without any
real noticeable drop in performance. And if a big number is ultimately what you're seeking, the
wild ML 63 AMG is still available, offering as much as horsepower. Close the hood and take a

seat inside any ML and it will be quickly apparent that the cabin quality, as expected of a
Mercedes-Benz, is second to none. The massive selection of options allows one to tailor the ML
to his or her tastes -- indeed there are no fewer than four kinds of wood trim available. The
downside is that it is all too easy to pump up the already hefty price by another five figures if
you're not careful while checking boxes. Shoppers in this segment aren't exactly left wanting for
good choices. The M-Class' most direct rivals are likely the BMW X5 and Range Rover Sport,
which boast sharper handling and provide comparable luxury, power and features along with
the option of a third-row seat, something lacking in the ML. Those third-row seats are suitable
for small children only, however. But for those who prefer to cruise in dignified comfort, the
Mercedes-Benz M-Class is bound to satisfy. All trim levels come with all-wheel drive 4Matic in
Benz lingo except for the ML, which can also be had with rear-wheel drive. The ML replaces last
year's ML Bluetec comes standard with inch wheels, adaptive suspension dampers, LED
running lights and taillights, automatic wipers, a sunroof, roof rails and a power liftgate. There
are also numerous standard safety features listed below under Safety. Adding the Premium 1
package to either the ML or ML brings a rearview camera, power-folding exterior mirrors,
auto-dimming rearview and driver-side mirrors, a way power driver seat with four-way power
lumbar , a power tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, driver memory functions, double sun
visors, a navigation system, voice command functionality, a rear volt household-style power
outlet, satellite radio and an iPod interface. The ML starts with the ML models' standard
equipment and the contents of the Premium 1 package and adds a turbocharged engine,
keyless ignition and entry, a speaker Harman Kardon sound system, leather seating, heated and
cooled cupholders, multicolor interior ambient lighting and the Lane Tracking package blind
spot and lane-departure warning systems. There are many other available option packages. The
Lighting package includes adaptive bi-xenon headlights with automatic high-beam control. The
Driver Assistance package adds adaptive cruise control and an advanced version of the Lane
Tracking package see "Safety," below. The Parking Assist package adds front and rear parking
sensors, an automated parallel parking system and a surround-view parking camera. Airmatic is
also available as a stand-alone option. The Convenience package features the heated and
cooled cupholders, second row sunshades and a center armrest pass-through. The ML 63 AMG
goes all-out with a turbocharged V8, an AMG-tuned Airmatic suspension with adaptive stabilizer
bars, exclusive inch AMG wheels, special leather upholstery, sport seats with ventilation, and
unique styling elements inside and out. The AMG Performance package raises engine output
and adds a higher top speed, along with red-painted brake calipers and a carbon-fiber engine
cover. Also optional are inch AMG wheels along with most of the other trims' extra equipment.
Individual option highlights include the "Active Curve" handling enhancement system, a trailer
hitch, a panoramic sunroof, running boards, keyless ignition and entry, three-zone climate
control, "multicontour" front seats with adjustable bolsters and massage functions, ventilated
front seats, heated rear seats, the heated steering wheel, a dual-screen rear-seat entertainment
system, enhanced iPhone connectivity controls Drive Kit Plus , and a Splitview display for the
COMAND system that can project different images to the driver and passenger. All
Mercedes-Benz M-Class models come standard with a seven-speed automatic. The ML features
a 3. The ML Bluetec comes with a 2. Mercedes claims an 8. The ML boasts a 3. That means it
essentially matches the ML for efficiency, but it sprinted to 60 mph in a quicker 6. The AMG
Performance package boosts that output to hp and lb-ft. Mercedes says the ML 63 will hit 60
mph in a startling 4. Standard safety features for all Mercedes-Benz M-Class models include
antilock brakes, traction and stability control, PreSafe which can identify an imminent crash and
automatically take measures to secure occupants , hill-start assist and hill-descent control,
active front head restraints, a driver inattention warning system, a collision warning system,
front and rear side airbags, side curtain airbags and a driver knee airbag. A rearview camera is
standard on the ML 63 and optional on all other versions. The M-Class additionally offers two
levels of blind-spot and lane-departure protection. The first level comes via the Lane Tracking
package, which monitors road conditions and alerts the driver by vibrating the wheel or emitting
a beep. The second level is found in the Driver Assistance package, which adds "active"
versions of these systems that can selectively apply the brakes if the driver fails to heed the
car's warnings. In government crash testing, the M-Class received a perfect five stars for
overall, front and side crash protection. The M-Class also came up aces in crash tests
performed by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, receiving the top mark of "Good" in
the moderate-overlap frontal offset, small-overlap frontal offset, side-impact and roof strength
tests. In Edmunds brake testing, a ML on all-season tires stopped in a slightly below-average
feet. The M-Class' standard gasoline V6 engine gets fairly frisky if you're willing to take it to
redline, but acceleration can feel a little pokey in normal driving conditions. That's why the ML
Bluetec diesel version is a win-win proposition: It delivers ample usable thrust in everyday

passing and merging maneuvers along with superior fuel economy. As for the other, more
powerful models, the ML is downright quick, while the ML 63 is just nuts. From the driver seat,
the ride quality is exemplary, especially when equipped with the Airmatic system, isolating
occupants from both road impacts and noise. It's a reason in itself to buy this Benz. The
steering is both devoid of feel and overly light in effort. Translation: This is not a sporty SUV.
The Mercedes-Benz M-Class features understated interior styling that complements the
restrained exterior. The dashboard is almost identical to that of the larger GL-Class,
underscoring the fact that the M and GL are essentially differently sized portions of the same
dish. If you're OK with only two rows of seating, save some money and get the M-Class; if you
need three rows, bring enough cash for the GL-Class. To its credit, though, the M offers roomy
accommodations for five and provides more second-row legroom than most competitors do.
Cargo capacity measures Materials quality inside the M-Class is superb, ranking right up there
with any luxury SUV on the market. The standard knob-based COMAND interface works better
than most systems of its ilk, providing a welcome amount of user-friendly redundancy among
the control knob, dash buttons and wheel controls. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the M-Class. View Photos. Write a review See all 4 reviews. The Mercedes
Experiment. First Mercedes after owning several Lexus RX 's. This SUV is heavy and solid.
Cavernous headroom and reasonably comfortable. Quality materials thruout. The On Command
system computer system with M Brace a subscription conceriege service is a complete joke. No
remote start on the Great tow capacity and excellent hiway ride. Gas milage is poor. Love the
wood steering wheel feel and the lane departure warning. Basic compared to current options
offered You might need special talents to get in and out of this car. Sits high and the side board
causes some dificulty for entry and exit. No black plastic molding around the wheel wells.
Looks far superior to the Lexus and Infinity. After 8 months there have been zero repairs,
maintenance, other than cleaning and waxing, No malfunctions. Navigation system is
cumbersome, so I just use the phone unless the destination has been pre programmed. Rear leg
room is a little snug for the size of this vehicle. Operation of lowering and raising the back seats
for cargo, is cumbersome and is difficult for my wife. Rain sensing wipers are too sensitive.
Manual fob control to lower all windows requires too close of proximity. Read more. Read less.
MB nothing but the best. Well, this car is amazing; great ride, audo is great, steering and
handling awesome, feels safe, higher up than a sedan but not as high as a suburban, stylish
interior! I would say the drivers seat could be a bit more comfortable and can a car company
please create a spot for the handbag! A bit sportier and the seat and surroundings are way more
comfortable. I am officially a Benz girl! This vehicle is really a pleasure to own. We bought it
new and have enjoyed it immensely! The only negative I can think of is the electronics!
Manuvering from different functions is a real pain! Mercedes Benz is behind the times. With that
being said, we're looking at a new one when the come s out! Write a review. Lazy handling base
V6 can feel underpowered expensive compared to most rivals. Vehicle overview. The ML is
similarly equipped but comes with inch wheels standard. For , the Mercedes-Benz M-Class
lineup sees greater fuel efficiency with a pair of new engines -- a smaller diesel and a
turbocharged V6 -- and the fitment of fuel-saving automatic engine stop-start technology for all
engines. Sign Up. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox. All
vehicles are disinfectant prior to viewing. Serious inquires is appreciated. Only km and very well
cared for. All scheduled maintenance done by Mercedes, and recently replaced tires. Exterior
and interior both in excellent condition and very clean. Very nice car in very good condition! All
whistles and bells working! No accidents. High KM but is a Diesel!!! Powerful HP and very
economical!!! Brand new breaks complete ,oil change and new all season tires! Check en Reach
millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than
the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may
be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact
seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0.
Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must
be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min
payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment
frequency. Credit rating. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. With Photos. With Price. NEW
Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email
address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader
Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 0.
Click here to try again. Priority Listings. You might be interested in. Mileage 74, km. Monthly

Bi-weekly Weekly. In Richmond, km. Mileage 95, km. Mileage , km. In Pemberton, km. Mileage
86, km. In Burnaby, km. In Victoria, km. In Surrey, km. List your car here! List your car for free.
Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Mercedes-Benz R-Class
inventory from local Mercedes-Benz dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare
prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Mercedes-Benz
R-Class with similar vehicles. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on
the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for
sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer
telephone numbers. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in
your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! Subscribe to receive new listings for
this search right in your inbox. Hard to find, rare 7 seater fully loaded. Price is firm. All vehicles
are disinfectant prior to viewing. Serious inquires is appreciated. COVID Update: We want to
assure our customers that we are open and available, by appointment and online basis for the
protection of our customers and staff. Our dealership premises have been thoroughly sanitized.
All of our vehicles are certified, professionally detailed a Interested in this vehicle? We offer
financing for all credits, Good or Bad. Want to know if you are approved? Get started View our
Inventory: WWW. Showroom maintained vehicle service records available. Newly replaced both
front brake rotors under 2k kms. We offer financing for all cre Local loaded SUV! Looks and
runs great! All Service records from Mercedes Benz dealer! AMG rims! Leather heated power
memory seats, navigation, rear view camera, panoramic roof, power lift gate, bluetooth, and
more! Runs great! Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed
similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average
making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this
vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar
vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average
making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options, warranties
making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0.
Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please
enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter
a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max
payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Must be greater than Min Kilometres.
With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search
right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to
receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of
Use. Turn off. Filter Results 0. Click here to try again. Priority Listings. You might be interested
in. Mileage , km. Mileage 74, km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. Mileage 95, km. Contactless
Services New Instant Trade-in. Easy Finance Approvals. List your car here! List your car for
free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Mercedes-Benz R-Class
inventory from local Mercedes-Benz dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare
prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Mercedes-Benz
R-Class with similar vehicles. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on
the bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for
sale are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer
telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information.
Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe
for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

